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Abstract 
This dissertation was written as part of the LLM in Transnational and European 
Commercial Law, Mediation, Arbitration, and Energy Law at the International Hellenic 
University.  
 
The dissertation provides an overview of the evolution of renewable energy policy in 
the EU, by going through the main initiatives, starting from research and 
demonstration programmes to concrete legislative acts. I focus on providing answers 
to three main questions: 1) How has the renewable energy policy in the EU evolved 
throughout years 2) What are the strengths and weaknesses of the legal acts and 3) 
What is to be expected for the period 2021-2030.  
 
Through elaboration on the main initiatives I present that the development of 
renewable energy policy was challenging especially when it comes to matters like 
national support schemes, however RE installations also benefited from a number of 
legal provisions like binding national targets and priority rules. I argue that despite the 
lack of binding targets for period 2021-2030, the Commission has proposed a number 
of measures to safeguard the Union’s binding target by introducing the baseline rule 
and establishment of a financial platform. I further present that there will be an uptake 
in the running hours of gas-fired power plants due to the proposal for removal of 
priority dispatch and due to the thresholds for capacity mechanisms.  I also argue that 
there is much uncertainty regarding the sustainability of bioenergy thus it remains 
uncertain as how the EU will manage to decarbonize the heating and cooling, and 
transport sector. Hence I conclude that the EU should focus in the electrification of 
these sectors by using for instance wind and solar technologies. Overall I view the 
proposal for a new renewable energy package as satisfying however I recommend that 
during the legislative process the Union’s binding RES target is increased and 
sustainability criteria for bioenergy are reconsidered in order to take into account the 
biogenic emissions of woody-biomass. Optimally, the EU should strengthen the 
measures for switching to electrification of heating and cooling, and transport. 
 
Keywords: renewables in the EU, proposal RED II, support schemes, priority rules, 
governance of the Energy Union, sustainability of bioenergy 
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Preface  
My interest in research on renewable energy came as a result of my limited knowledge 
on this field at that time, and due to some very interesting debates raised on 30 
September 2016 at the Conference on European Energy Law organized by the Hellenic 
Energy Regulation Institute and the Florence School of Regulation. I initially completed 
a dissertation on what the new renewable energy directive should include, however, in 
30 November 2016 the Clean Energy for all Europeans package was published, hence I 
decided to rewrite my dissertation and include the latest developments.  
The dissertation deals with the evolution of renewable energy policy in the EU by 
providing a comprehensive and, when applicable, a comparison of measures that took 
place since the initial R&D programmes for renewable energy technologies to the 
specific legal acts which helped with deployment of renewable energy source into the 
market. Lastly, the dissertation evaluates the proposal for a new directive beyond 2020 
and also specific parts of other legal acts included in the ‘Winter Package’ and which 
are relevant to renewable energy. The dissertation is written in a simple and 
comprehensive way as to make it easy for young researchers, lawyers, and non-
lawyers interested in this field to have an overall idea of the entire renewable energy 
policy, and strengths and weaknesses of applicable legal acts. Even though the 
dissertation covers all the main measures, thus might seem wide in scope, yet I tried to 
include the most important elements and some heated debates surrounding some 
provisions of the legal acts. Thus, the reader has almost everything important in one 
paper and if it chooses she can go on to more in-depth research on her own. Lastly, I 
used desk research due to the fact that nowadays all the stakeholders publish their 
position papers or recommendations online, hence I didn’t need to conduct any 
interviews or make in-field research. For the proposal on a new renewable energy 
directive, unfortunately I haven’t found any academic articles thus I had to provide my 
own analysis and I used position papers or recommendations for comparison 
purposes.  
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1. Introduction 
Energy is everything. From the basic act of switching on the lights, starting the engine of 
the car, heating and cooling at house, to the production of more or less every good that 
we rely on, we need energy. Human civilization, particularly in the industrial age, relied 
heavily in using those energy sources that we had known for millennia: fossil fuels. 
Today, we take for granted that fossil fuels are used in power systems, transportation 
and heating and cooling. Yet, this reliance on a rather primordial source of energy is not 
less problematic. First of all, fossil fuels are not infinite. Secondly, they are not 
environmentally friendly. Thirdly, they pose problems with security of supply. Thus, in 
order to protect the climate and environment and to create a more stable security of 
supply, nation-states have turned towards developing and incorporating renewable 
energy sources into their energy mix. The European Union (EU) too has shifted its 
policies towards development of renewable energy technologies and deployment of 
renewable energy into the market. Indeed, the EU is, at least declaratively, a leader in 
the world when it comes to renewable energy sources and climate policy in general.  
 
Being more than just another international organization, yet somewhat less than a 
classical nation-state, the EU is a peculiar polity where public policy is multidimensional 
and complex. This dissertation is structured to provide to the reader an overview of the 
development of renewable policy at EU level, from research and demonstration 
programmes to concrete legal acts. An analysis of legal acts is provided with a focus on 
the recent proposal for a new renewable energy directive. As the latter section of this 
dissertation is also the main focus, I will analyze, inter alia, a number of critical matters 
as: alignment of national support schemes; creating market conditions for a larger share 
of renewables, and sustainability of bioenergy. I will seek answers to the following 
questions: 1) How has the renewable energy policy in EU evolved throughout years 2) 
What are the strengths and weaknesses of the legal acts, in order to shed some lights 
also on the major question 3) What is to be expected for the period 2021-2030.  
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2. From R&D to legislative acts   
 
As a consequence of the oil crises in the 1970s many countries worldwide, including 
European states, started promoting RES.1 At that time, an emphasis was placed on the 
objective of security of supply by trying to exploit natural domestic resources; different 
countries started investing in research and technological development. Even though 
renewable energy technologies did not benefit as much as the conventional energy 
technologies, yet there were a number of European countries like Denmark, Germany, 
Sweden, Finland and Netherlands which invested a lot in research and development of 
RE technologies.2 The promotion of RES at the Community level initially started through 
technological developments and demonstration programmes and was later on followed 
by concrete legislative acts which aimed at deployment of the renewables into the 
market.  
 
As early as 1986, in one of the Council’s Resolutions, the development of RES and an 
increased output from renewables was set as an energy objective for the Community, 
which was intended to be used as a guide to measure the convergence of Member 
States’ energy policies between the period 1986-1995.3 Since 1986, there are plenty 
initiatives which aimed at promoting RES. The first serious stages towards promotion of 
renewable energy date back to JOULE programme, under the Second Framework 
                                                 
1 Christine Lins and others, The First Decade: 2004-2014 (Report on 10 years of renewable energy progress, 
REN21 2014) 27; Christine Lins, ‘From cradle to adult life: European climate and energy policies until 2007’ 
in Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes, Sustainable Energy Policies for Europe: Towards 100% Renewable Energy 
(Series: Sustainable Energy Development, vol 6, Jochen Bundschuh ed, CRP Press 2013) 13. 
2 For a thorough analysis of the German RES policy see Staffan Jacobsson and Volkmar Lauber, ‘The politics 
and policy of energy system transformation-explaining the German diffusion of renewable energy 
technology’ (2006) 34 Energy Policy 256, 261; Staffan Jacobsson and Volkmar Lauber ‘Germany: From a 
Modest Feed-in Law to a Framework for Transition’ in Volkmar Lauber (ed), Switching to Renewable Power: 
A Framework for the 21st Century (Earthscan 2005)122-149. For an overview of links between climate 
change and renewable energy, especially the case of Germany see Ian H Rowlands ‘Global Climate Change 
and Renewable Energy: Exploring the Links’ in Volkmar Lauber (ed), Switching to Renewable Power: A 
Framework for the 21st Century (Earthscan 2005) 68-70. For a thorough analysis on the Danish RES policy 
see Kristian Hvidtfelt Nielsen, ‘Danish Wind Power Policies from 1976 to 2004: A Survey of Policy Making 
and Techno-economic Innovation’ in Volkmar Lauber (ed), Switching to Renewable Power: A Framework for 
the 21st Century (Earthscan 2005) 99-118. 
3 Council Resolution 86/C 241/01 of 16 September 1986 concerning new Community energy policy 
objectives for 1995 and convergence of the policies of the Member States [1986] OJ C241/1, art 6(f). 
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Programme which started in 1987.4 Under the JOULE programme ‘(…) research into 
energy efficiency and renewable energies became increasingly prominent, and by the 
Fifth Framework Programme EUR 1 billion had been invested in energy research.’5 
Additionally, there were other programmes like THERMIE, INCO and FAIR. Through all 
these programmes, no doubt that the EU achieved to build a global leading position of 
European renewable energy industry.6 More recently, specifically in 2008, the EU 
adopted the Strategic Energy Technology Plan (SET Plan), as its principal decision-
making tool towards achieving its goals of developing and maintaining a leading position 
in low-carbon energy technologies.7 
 
An important initiative took place in 1993 when the ALTENER programme was 
established- the first financial support for promotion of renewables, with a duration of 
five years and amounting to ECU 40 million.8 However, the crucial point paving the path 
for RES deployment into the market is the Commission’s Green Paper of 1996.9 In the 
Green Paper, the Commission proposed an indicative EU target of 12% share of 
renewables in final energy consumption by 2010; compatible with the set global 
indicative target. It’s worth mentioning that the European Parliament in its Resolution 
on the Green Paper, besides being extremely supportive of this strategy and proposing a 
number of measures, it also proposed a target of 15% RES.10 However, in the 
                                                 
4 The aim of Framework Programmes was (and still remains) research, technological development, and 
demonstration. Since 1984 when the first Framework Programme was established, there were seven 
different Framework Programmes, in addition to Horizon 2020-which covers a period from 2014-2020. See, 
Commission, Horizon Magazine: 30 Years EU Research Framework Programmes 1984-2014 (Commission 
2015) 1,7.  
5 Peter O’Donnell and Ben Deighton, ‘Energy is as important for Europe now as it was in the 1950s’ in 
Horizon Magazine: 30 Years EU Research Framework Programmes 1984-2014 (Commission 2015) 9.  
6 Christine Lins, ‘From cradle to adult life: European climate and energy policies until 2017’ (n 1)13. 
7 Commission, ‘Strategic Energy Technologies Information System’ (Commission 2016) 
<https://setis.ec.europa.eu/about-setis/set-plan-governance> accessed 2 October 2016. 
8 Christine Lins, From cradle to adult life: European climate and energy policies until 2017’ (n 1) 13. See also 
Council Decision of 13 September 1993 concerning the promotion of renewable energy sources in the 
Community (ALTNER programme) <http://cordis.europa.eu/news/rcn/1786_en.html> accessed 30 October 
2016. 
9 Commission, ‘Energy for the Future: Renewable Sources of Energy (Green Paper for a Community 
Strategy)’ (Communication) COM (96) 576 final. 
10 Commission, ‘Energy for the Future: Renewable Sources of Energy (White Paper for a Community 
Strategy and Action Plan)’ (Communication) COM (97) 599 final, 8. 
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Commission’s White Paper, the final target that was aimed at the EU level remained the 
12% RES, which the Commission depicted as ‘an ambitious but realistic objective’.11  
Following the Strategy and the Action Plan put forward on the White Paper, in the 
coming years, respectively in 2001 and 2003 the EU introduced the first legislative acts 
that would directly help RES deployment into the market. In 2001, the Directive on the 
promotion of electricity produced from renewable energy sources (RES-E Directive) was 
adopted, followed by the 2003 Directive on the promotion of biofuels use for transport 
(Biofuels Directive).12 These two legal acts will be presented in the coming subsection.  
2.1. 2001 RES-E Directive  
RES-E Directive13 foresaw an indicative 21% RES share in the final electricity 
consumption (initially it was 22.1% for 15 EU Member States but with the enlargement 
of the year 2004 the overall objective became 21% for 25 EU Member States).14 A few 
important provisions which were introduced in the Directive included: Support schemes; 
Guarantees of Origin (GO); and Rules for access to the grid.15 Regarding the support 
schemes, it’s worth mentioning that Recitals 14 and 15 of the RES-E Directive, 
recognized the diversity of different national support schemes and no harmonized 
Community framework was introduced. As I will present later on, harmonization of 
support schemes proved problematic and inconvenient even for the currently applicable 
Renewable Energy Directive (RED I).16 When it comes to the success of the Directive, 
one may rightfully wonder how successful was it, taking into account the fact that there 
were no binding targets at Member State level and it was the first legal act for 
renewables to have been introduced at EU level. It suffices to point out that by 2010, 
renewables provided a 19.7% (instead of 20%) share of electricity consumption in the 
                                                 
11 ibid 10. 
12 Christine Lins, From cradle to adult life: European climate and energy policies until 2017’ (n 1) 17, 19. 
13 Directive 2001/77/EC of 27 September 2001 on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable 
energy sources in the internal electricity market  [2001] OJ L283/33 (2001 RES-E Directive).  
14 European Union, ‘Summary of the Directive on the promotion of electricity produced from renewable 
energy sources in the internal electricity market’ (European Union, 2011) < http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-
content/EN/TXT/?uri=URISERV%3Al27035 > accessed 30 October 2016. 
15 An explanation of these rules will take place in the part discussing RED I, as the rules have not gone major 
changes from RES-E to RED I.  
16 For a detailed description and the debated topics before the adoption of RES-E Directive see Volkmar 
Lauber, ‘European Union Policy towards Renewable Power’ in Volkmar Lauber (ed), Switching to Renewable 
Power: A Framework for the 21st Century (Earthscan 2005), 203-206. 
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EU; however, one year later the share of renewables surpassed the target by providing 
21.7%.17 As the first legal act to ever be applicable at EU level, RES-E Directive has 
provided the roots for the coming acts. Because RES-E Directive covered only the power 
sector, a few years later another directive applicable to transport sector was adopted, as 
discussed below.  
2.2. 2003 Biofuels Directive  
This Directive18 was adopted in 2003 on the promotion of the use of biofuels or other 
renewable fuels for transport (Biofuels Directive).19 Through this Directive, the EU tried 
to tackle/reduce the dependency on oil-based fuels thus helping it achieve its goals on 
climate change commitments, committing to environmentally friendly security of supply 
and promoting RES. The Directive provided for non-binding targets, but encouraged the 
Member States to ensure that a minimum share of biofuels and other RES is provided in 
their markets and required them to set individual indicative targets. Further, the 
Directive provided to the Member States a reference value of 2% by 2005 and 5.75% by 
2010 of biofuels consumption as a proportion to conventional fuels consumption.20  
There were many sustainability concerns raised with the Biofuels Directive, that’s why in 
the 2009 Renewable Energy Directive the Commission introduced sustainability criteria.  
 
                                                 
17 The statistics are taken from Eurostat, as cited in Antony Froggatt, ‘A comparison of the European 
Climate and Energy 2020 and 2030 Packages’ (2015) UKERC EPG Working Paper:1506, 11 
<http://www.ukerc.ac.uk/publications/a-comparison-of-the-european-climate-and-energy-2020-and-2030-
packages.html> accessed 30 October 2016. Please note that Antony Froggatt says that the share of 
renewables in 2010 was 19.6 % whereas Eurostat provides for 19.7% thus I used the latter data as the 
former might by mistake missed 0.1%.  
18 Directive 2003/30/EC of 8 May 2003 on the promotion of the use of biofuels or other renewable fuels for 
transport [2003] OJ L123/42 (Biofuels Directive). 
19 Policy initiatives for biofuels date back to 1995. For a chronology of biofuels policy initiatives see Grace 
Skogstad, ‘EU Biofuels Policy: A Reactive Sequences Account’ (International Public Policy Association) 19 
<http://www.icpublicpolicy.org/conference/file/reponse/1435155994.pdf > accessed 2 November 2016. cf 
Veerle Dossche and Saskia Ozinga, ‘When the solution is the problem: The EU and its policies on agrofuels’ 
(Bioenergy and forests: Briefing Note 01, FERN 2008) 5. 
<http://www.fern.org/sites/fern.org/files/media/documents/document_4245_4246.pdf>. For an 
evaluation of biofuels target achievements see E P Deurwaader, ‘Overview and Analysis of National Reports 
on the EU Biofuel Directive: Prospects and barriers for 2005’ (Energy research Centre of the Netherlands, 
2005) <http://www.ecn.nl/docs/library/report/2005/c05042.pdf> accessed 2 November 2016.  
20 Biofuels Directive (n 18) art 3. 
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In the coming subsection, I will present the Renewable Energy Directive, which has 
compiled the promotion of RES for all of the three energy sectors into one legal act, and 
is the only applicable directive until 2020.   
2.3. 2009 Renewable Energy Directive  
 
The path to the adoption of the Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from 
renewable sources amending and subsequently repealing RES-E Directive and Biofuels 
Directive (RED I)21 was filled with debates as to the future of RES development and 
further deployment into the market. Support for a share of 25% of RES in the heating 
and cooling sector by 2020 was provided by a number of the EU Members of Parliament 
and renewable energy organizations with the aim of adopting a similar directive as the 
RES-E Directive. Additionally there was also lobbying for a general 20% RES share in final 
energy consumption, with specific binding targets for each of the three sectors of 
energy, the electricity, heating and cooling, and transport.22 In January 2007, the 
Commission published its Communication on Renewable Energy Roadmap, where 
among many difficulties it also claimed that the 12% RES EU indicative target would not 
be met and blamed it as ‘(…) a policy failure and a result of the inability or the 
unwillingness to back political declarations by political and economic incentives.’23 
 
Even though the trends in 2007 didn’t show that the 12% target will be reached, 
Eurostat data show that in 2010 the EU actually surpassed the target by 0.8% reaching a 
cumulative target of 12.8%.24 However, from the above citation of the Commission, one 
can come to the conclusion that the emphasis on the potential missed target might be 
                                                 
21 Directive 2009/28/EC of 23 April 2009 on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable sources 
and amending and subsequently repealing Directives 2001/77/EC and 2003/30/EC [2009] OJ L140/16  (RED 
I).  
22 Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes ‘The European climate and energy package for 2020’ in Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes, 
Sustainable Energy Policies for Europe: Towards 100% Renewable Energy (Series: Sustainable Energy 
Development, vol 6, Jochen Bundschuh ed, CRP Press 2013) 22. 
23 Commission, ‘Renewable Energy Road Map, Renewable energies in the 21st century: building a more 
sustainable future’ (Communication) COM (2006) 848 final, 8. 
24 Eurostat, ‘Statics Explained: Renewables shares summary’ <http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php/File:Renewables_shares_summary_new.png> accessed 3 November 2016. 
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understood as means to push for binding targets on national level and a further 
harmonization of the renewable policy.  
 
RED I was adopted in 2009 according to the endorsement of the European Council for an 
overall 20% EU RES target, national binding targets, and a minimum of 10% share of 
biofuels in the transport sector of each Member States.25 From the settled targets, it’s 
obvious that the lobbying for a 20% EU wide RES share in energy consumption by 2020 
came out to be the settled target, however the call for a binding target of 23% RES in 
cooling and heating sector didn’t find support.   
Below I will present some debated topics and introduce some new or updated 
provisions, including support schemes, cooperation mechanisms, National Renewable 
Energy Action Plans, GO, barriers to grid access and operation, and sustainability of 
bioenergy.  
 
2.3.1. Support schemes  
 
Before RES-E Directive and RED I were adopted, support mechanisms for deployment of 
RES into the market had already been developed by a number of European countries. 
For instance, Portugal in 1988 introduced the first scheme for feed-in tariffs, followed by 
Germany with similar schemes in 1990, Denmark in 1992, and Spain in 1994; 
Scandinavian countries introduced energy/carbon taxes and investment subsidies during 
the same period.26 By 2002 almost all of the Member States had established some form 
of such mechanisms.27 In 2008 the Commission, on the evaluation of the national 
support mechanisms said that ‘(…) quantity-based instruments and price-based 
instruments have the same economic efficiency.’28 The problem with support schemes, 
                                                 
25 Presidency Conclusions of 8/9 March 2007, ‘European Council Action Plan 2007-2009: Energy Policy for 
Europe’ 7224/1/07 REV 1 Annex I, 21.  
26  Roger Hildingsson and others, ‘Renewable energies: a continuing balancing act?’ in Andrew Jordan and 
others (eds) Climate Change Policy in the European Union: Confronting the Dilemmas of Mitigation and 
Adaption? (Cambridge University Press 2010) 106.  
27 Tom Howes, ‘The EU’s New Renewable Energy Directive’ in Sebastian Oberthur and Marc Pallemaerts 
(eds) The New Climate Policies of the European Union: Internal Legislation and Climate Diplomacy 
(VUBPRESS 2010) 120. 
28 Commission, ‘The support of electricity from renewable energy sources: Accompanying document to the 
Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promotion of the use of 
energy from renewable sources’ COM (2008) 19 final, 4-5.  
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specifically with the operating aid is that, some claim that price-based instruments are 
less market-based than quantity-based instruments.29 From the citation above, one can 
see that at that time the Commission insisted that both types of instruments have the 
same economic efficiency; however, as Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes points out, the 
quantity-based instrument were less efficient than the price-based ones.30 
With respect to Europe, the majority of the Member States have applied price-based 
instruments, and Germany for instance, as one of the pioneers of this system has 
achieved a great success.31 However, lately there’s a belief that price-based instruments 
are the ones which can encourage development of RES (low investment risk) and 
quantity-based instruments should be used after RES deployment has reached a certain 
level.32 The Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) claims that price-based 
instruments, particularly feed-in tariffs should be applicable for small scale renewable 
electricity generators whereas the current switch to the feed-in premiums for the 
remaining of generators, is seen as a proper support framework.33  
 
For RED I, a number of stakeholders, among them Germany, Spain and Denmark (which 
already had efficient support mechanisms) openly opposed any form of harmonization; 
this stance was widely supported by the Members of the EU Parliament.34 However, the 
harmonization was well supported by the Commission, and as such, the official draft of 
RED I had elements of an EU-wide certificate trading system, nevertheless, this was 
finally rejected and instead a compromise was achieved in the form of cooperation 
mechanisms provided in the Directive.35 The debate on support schemes is very intense 
with arguments on both sides, thus there are a number of studies out there discussing in 
                                                 
29 For a description of support mechanisms used by the EU Member States see ibid.  
30 Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes (n 22) 30. 
31 Markus Khles and Thorsten Muller ‘Powerful national support systems versus Europe-wide 
harmonisation- assessment of competing and converging support instruments’ in Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes, 
Sustainable Energy Policies for Europe: Towards 100% Renewable Energy (Series: Sustainable Energy 
Development, vol 6, Jochen Bundschuh ed, CRP Press 2013) 70.  
32 Shahrouz Abolhosseini and Almas Heshmati, ‘The Main Support Mechanism to Finance Renewable 
Energy Development’ (IZA Discussion Paper 8182, 2014) 14.  
33 CEER, ‘Key support elements of RES in Europe: moving towards market integration’ (Report C15-SDE-49-
03, CEER 2016) 41. 
34 ibid 33-34. 
35 ibid 31. For further details one should refer to recital 25, arts 3, 6-11 of RED I (n 21).  
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depth every mechanism and providing a number of analytical conclusions.36  
Below I will present cooperation mechanisms, a new instrument introduced in RED I.  
2.3.2. Cooperation mechanisms 
 
In RED I, Articles 6-11 provide the legal basis for the cooperation mechanisms that can 
be used by Member States and between Member States and third countries. Article 6 
allows Member States to make statistical transfer of RES energy between one another.  
The transferred RES energy quantity shall be deducted from the target of the transferor 
and added to the target of the transferee. However, only those Member States that 
have over-reached their targets can be involved as transferors. This kind of transfer 
involves only a transfer based on books and it doesn’t involve the physical transfer of 
electricity. In addition such cooperation is limited to Member States only and can’t 
involve private operators.37 
                                                 
36 The following sources can provide a further and more in-depth view into the discussion of support 
mechanisms. Marc Ringel, ‘Fostering the use of renewable energies in the European Union: the race 
between feed-in tariffs and green certificates’ (2006) 31(1) Renewable Energy 1;Trent Berry and Mark 
Jaccard, ‘The renewable portfolio standard: design considerations and an implementation survey’ (2001) 39 
Energy Policy 263; Volkmar Lauber, ‘REFIT and RPS: options for a harmonised Community framework’ 
(2004) 32(12) Energy Policy 1405; Wilson Rickerson and others, (2007). ‘If the shoe FITs: Using feed-in 
tariffs to meet US renewable electricity targets.’ (2007) 20 (4) The Electricity Journal 73; Lucy Butler and 
Karsten Neuhoff, ‘Comparison of Feed in Tariff, Quota and Auction Mechanisms to Support Wind Power 
Development’ (2008) 33(8) Renewable Energy 1854; Jonathan A Lesser and Xuejuan Su, ‘Design of an 
economically efficient feed-in tariff structure for renewable energy development’ (2008) 36(3) Energy 
Policy 981; Mauricio Solano-Peralta and others, ‘ “Tropicalisation” of Feed-in Tariffs: A custom-made 
support scheme for hybrid PV/diesel systems in isolated regions (2009) 13(9) Renewable and Sustainable 
Energy Reviews 2279; Toby Couture and Yves Gagnon, ‘An analysis of feed-in tariff remuneration models: 
Implications for renewable energy investment’ (2010) 38(2) Energy Policy 955; Jasper Rigter and Georgeta 
Vidican, ‘Cost and optimal feed-in tariff for small scale photovoltaic systems in China’ (2011) 38(11) Energy 
Policy 6989; Robert Wand and Florian Leuthold, ‘Feed-in tariffs for photovoltaics: Learning by doing in 
Germany? (2011) 88(12) Applied Energy 4387; Goran Krajačić and others, ‘Feed-in tariffs for promotion of 
energy storage technologies’ (2011)  39(3) Energy Policy 1410; Greg Buckman, ‘The effectiveness of 
Renewable Portfolio Standard banding and carve-outs in supporting high-cost types of renewable 
electricity (2011) 39(7) Energy Policy 4105 ;Julieta Schallenberg-Rodriguez and Reinhard Haas, ‘Fixed fee-in 
tariff versus premium: A review of the current Spanish system’ (2012) Renewable and 16 (1) Sustainable 
Energy Reviews 293; Riccardo Fagiani and others, ‘Risk-based assessment of the cost-efficiency and 
effectivity of renewable energy support schemes: Certificate markets versus feed-in tariffs’ (2013) 55 
Energy Policy 648; Sara Proenca and Miguel Aubyn, ‘Hybrid modelling to support energy-climate policy: 
Effects of feed-in tariffs to promote renewable energy in Portugal’ 38 (C) Energy Economics 176; Steffen 
Jenner and others, ‘Assessing the strength and effectiveness of renewable electricity feed-in tariffs in 
European Union countries’ (2013) 52(C) Energy Policy 385; Paul Lehmann, ‘Supplementing an emissions tax 
by a feed-in tariff for renewable electricity to address learning spillovers’ (2013) 61(C) Energy Policy 635; 
Maria Pablo-Romero, ‘Incentives to promote solar thermal energy in Spain’ (2013) 22(C) Renewable and 
Sustainable Energy Review 198.  
37 Markus Khles and Thorsten Muller (n 31) 76. 
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The next mechanism is provided in Article 7 for joint projects between Member States 
for production of energy to be used in power, and heating and cooling sectors. 
Differently from the statistical transfer, in joint projects, private operators can get 
involved by being supported within the framework of the joint project, they can identify 
adequate projects38 or Member States can utilize their market-related knowledge.39 
Article 7(2) imposes the obligation on the Member State in whose territory the project 
takes place, to notify the Commission as to the proportion or quantity of electricity, 
heating or cooling produced that will count towards the target of another Member 
State.40 
 
Article 9 provides for joint projects between Member States and third countries. 
Differently from Article 7, Article 9 is very specific and has a detailed procedure of 
notification. Furthermore, in order for electricity produced in a third country to be 
counted towards the target of a Member State it has to be consumed within the 
Community and a number of requirements need to be fulfilled according to Article 
9(2).41  
 
Lastly, Article 11 provides for joint support schemes on the voluntary basis by Member 
States. If for instance A and B decide to create a joint support scheme, then a certain 
amount of energy produced within the territory of A, can be counted towards the target 
of B through a statistical transfer or through a distribution rule notified to the 
Commission by the involved Member States. This article can be interpreted as a way 
towards possible convergence of Member States’ different support schemes. However, 
                                                 
38 ibid 77. 
39  Jip Engels, ‘The promotion of electricity from renewable energy sources in the European Union’ (LL.M. 
Thesis, Utrecht University, August 2001) 19 
<https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1939760> 19  accessed 1 November 2016.  
40 As Markus Khles and Thorsten Muller note, the mechanism of joint projects resembles with Article 6 of 
Kyoto protocol which provides for projects of joint implementation. Markus Khles and Thorsten Muller (n 
31) 77. 
41 This article as well is similar to Article 12 of Kyoto Protocol on Clean Development Mechanism see ibid 
78. 
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the only case of joint support schemes that exist is the Joint Certificate Scheme between 
Norway and Sweden established in 2012.42  
 
Cooperation mechanisms are part of the proposed new renewable energy directive for 
2030 without undergoing any change, thus it remains to be seen how these mechanisms 
will be utilized in the future and to what extent.43  
The coming provision introduces a new instrument which due to the binding targets on 
Member State level seems to have been necessary in order to follow the trajectories of 
Member States.  
2.3.3. National Renewable Energy Actions Plans (NREAPs) 
 
NREAP is an instrument introduced by Article 4, where paragraph 1 requires the 
Member States to set out their targets divided into three sectors, measures that will 
take place to reach the targets, potential cooperation between Member States and also 
with third countries, and ‘national measures for developing existing biomass resources 
and mobilize new resources for different uses.’ The Commission reviews these NREAPs 
and in case a Member State falls behind its national trajectory, that state is obliged to 
submit an amended plan. Even though NREAPs are an instrument for the Commission to 
keep an eye on the Member States’ path, yet, it is my understanding that there is a lack 
of a strong mechanism which would deal with any deviation or even a requirement for 
Member States to always update their NREAPs, so that the investors and interested 
parties have a certainty as to the path that a particular Member State will follow.44  
NREAPs are to be substituted with National Climate and Energy Plans, in compliance 
with the newly proposed Regulation on the Governance of the Energy Union.  
                                                 
42 CEER (n 33) 69. See also Geoffrey Graham Tudor, ‘The Norway-Sweden Certificate Market in Renewable 
Electricity: A Model for the European Union?’ (2011-2012) 7(2) Texas Journal of Oil, Gas, and Energy Law 
261. 
43 For an analysis of some potential joint mechanisms see Sebastian Busch and others, ‘Cooperation under 
the RES Directive: Case studies: Joint Support Schemes’ (Ecofys 2014)  
< http://res-cooperation.eu/images/pdf-
reports/2014_Cooperation_under_the_RES_Directive_Case_study_Joint_Support_Schemes.pdf> accessed 
1 November 2016. 
44 There’s a currently a project/mechanism named Keep-on-track which follows the Member States path 
towards target achievements and publishes policy recommendation.  See 2020KeepOnTrack, ‘Publications’ 
(2020 KeepOnTrack 2016) <www.keepontrack.eu/publications/>. 
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GO, as discussed below, were modified a bit in RED I in comparison to RES-E Directive. 
 
 
2.3.4. Guarantees of Origin (GO)  
 
Guarantees of Origin provided for in Article 15 and Recital 52, provide for another form 
of promoting electricity from renewable sources.45 GO serve to make sure that the end-
consumer knows that the electricity that she is consuming comes from renewable 
energy. Differently form RES-E Directive, RED I introduces the possibility for Member 
States to issue GO for heating and cooling upon the request of the producer. 
Additionally, differently from RES-E Directive, RED I leaves it to the Member States to 
choose if they will issue financial support to energy producers who already were issued 
GO. RED I provides a detailed framework on how the certificates shall be issued, used, 
and what they must contain. Member States are obliged to recognize these certificates 
issued by other Member States and only for well-founded doubts can they refuse 
recognition. Lastly, Member States have an obligation to have a digitalized process for 
issuance, transfer and cancelation of these certificates, in addition to ensuring their 
accuracy, reliability, and being fraud-resistant.46 GO are provided for also in the proposal 
for a new renewable energy directive, with a couple of changes, as we shall see later on.  
 
The next discussed provision is a crucial one as it has assisted with RES-E growth.  
 
2.3.5. Rules for access to the grid network  
 
As with RES-E Directive, RED I also tries to provide the framework for easier access of 
RES to the grid network. According to Article 16 (2) Member States are obliged to ensure 
that grid operators (DSOs and TSOs) guarantee both the transmission and distribution of 
RES-E; RES-E must be given either priority access or guaranteed access47, and priority 
                                                 
45 Kim Talus, Introduction to EU Energy Law (Oxford University Press 2016) 130. 
46 RED I (n 21) art 15.  
47 For differences between priority access and guaranteed access see: Dörte Fouquet and Viktoria Nysten, 
‘Rules on grid access and priority dispatch for renewable energy in Europe’ (KeeepOnTrack2020)  
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dispatch is guaranteed. Even though priority rules might be viewed as distortion of the 
market, yet due to the need of increasing the share of RES, it was rightfully seen as 
mandatory to provide such rules for RE installations. However, as I will present later on, 
the Commission has proposed major changes with respect to these rules.  
 
As the last feature for this section, below I will allocate a brief part to sustainability 
criteria for bioenergy introduced in RED I.   
 
2.3.6. Sustainability criteria for biofuels and bioliquids 
 
Prior to the adoption of RED I there was a great debate regarding the sustainability of 
biofuels production and the dilemma as to the use of agricultural crops for food or for 
energy production.48 Hence, much attention was paid to the sustainability criteria; 
Articles 17-19 are quite detailed, in addition to a large number of recitals and attached 
annexes. Moreover, in 2015 as part of amending RED I, new rules were introduced on 
biofuel sustainability with the aim of mitigating ‘(…) the risk of indirect-land use change, 
preparing the transition to advance biofuels and supporting renewable electricity in 
transport.’49 Regardless of the fact that RED I and the amendments try to provide 
stringent rules, yet there is uncertainty to the sustainability of bioenergy. Bioenergy is 
the most heated topic and the thoughts or proposals of different stakeholders’ diverge a 
lot. Having an initial 10% target of biofuels in the transport sector drove a lot the 
demand for the first generation biofuels coming from agricultural crops as well as the 
competition between allocation of arable land for crops for energy production or for 
                                                                                                                                                 
<http://www.keepontrack.eu/contents/virtualhelpdeskdocuments/grid-access_7691.pdf> accessed 1 
November 2016. 
48 Robert Bailey, ‘Another Inconvenient Truth: How biofuel policies are deepening poverty and accelerating 
climate change’ (Oxfam Briefing Paper, Oxfam International 2008)  
<https://www.oxfam.org/sites/www.oxfam.org/files/file_attachments/bp114-inconvenient-truth-biofuels-
0806_3.pdf> accessed 3 November 2016. See also a couple of books Joy Clancy, Biofuels and Rural Poverty 
(Routledge 2013); Saturino M.Borras and others, The Politics of Biofuels, Land and Agrarian Change ( 
Journal of Peasant Studies vol. 37 (4), Taylor & Francis 2011). 
49 Commission, ‘A sustainable bioenergy policy for the period after 2020’ (Consultation document) 12 
<https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/BioenergySurvey2016%20final.pdf> accessed 23 
November 2016.  
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human consumption of food. Overall there is much doubt to the EU’s policy for 
bioenergy, as I will approach this topic again in the next section. 
 
2.3.7. Conclusion on RED I 
 
To conclude on this section of the paper, even though the RED I will be applicable until 
2020, there is already an agreement by the majority of stakeholders that the Directive 
has been successful in achieving the EU energy and climate objectives, however, there is 
also the belief that RES potential is still underexploited.50 Even though there are some 
problems with a few of the provisions of RED I,51 yet this Directive has some strong 
features like binding targets and priority rules for RE installations; these features are not 
part of the proposal for a new directive and most probably the situation will remain so 
in the final adopted directive.  In the next section I will present the current initiatives for 
a new renewable energy directive and the main elements that the Commission has 
proposed. 
3. A  New Renewable Energy Package 2021-2030 
 
On 25 February 2015, the Commission’s comunication reaffirmed the will and 
commitment of the EU to become ‘(…) the world leader in renewable energy, the global 
hub for developing the next generation of technically advanced and competitive 
renewable energies.’52 Furthermore, it was declared that in 2016-2017 it will draft a 
proposal for a new Renewable Energy Package which will comprise of a legislation to 
meet the Council’s set binding target on the EU level of at least 27% by 203053 of final 
energy consumption coming from renewable sources and a new policy for sustainable 
                                                 
50 Commission, ‘Public consultation on the Renewable Energy Directive for the period after 2020: Analysis 
of stakeholder views’ (Commission 2016) 2 
<https://ec.europa.eu/energy/sites/ener/files/documents/Summary%20RED%20II%20Consultation.pdf> 
accessed 2 November 2016. 
51 Commission, ‘Renewable Energy Package: new Renewable Energy Directive and bioenergy sustainability 
policy for 2030’ (Inception Impact Assessment) (Commission 2015) 1-2.  
52 Commission, ‘A Framework Strategy for a Resilient Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change 
Policy’ (Communication) COM (2015) 80 final, 15.  
53 European Council Conclusions of 23/24 October 2014, ‘2030 Climate and Energy Policy Framework’ 
EUCO 169/14, 5 <www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/ec/145397.pdf> 
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biomass and biofuels.54 Hence, in October 2015 the Commission issued an Inception 
Impact Assessment (IIA) on a new Renewable Energy Package55 and also held public 
consultations on the Renewable Energy Directive for the period after 2020 and a 
separate public consultation on Bioenergy policy. Lastly, on 30 November 2016 the 
Commission presented its Clean Energy for all Europeans package56 and therefore a 
recast directive on RES (RED II). The Renewable Energy Package is developed in parallel 
with those on energy efficiency and new design of the electricity market, thus 
coherance is expected. Furthemore, the Renewable Energy Package is also ‘closely 
linked to that on developing a governance framework for the Energy Union (...)’.57 As 
such, it is wise to analyze the entire Clean Energy for all Europeans package when 
referring to renewable energy policy, specifically, RED II, the proposal for a new design 
of the electricity market, and the proposal for a regulation on the governance of the 
Energy Union.58 
 
Below I will analyse the Commission’s proposal focusing on a few matters like the 
Union’s binding target, support schemes, priority rules and market design, 
administrative barriers, and sustainability of bioenergy.  
 
3.1. Achieving the Union’s binding target  
 
How can the EU achieve its binding target and what means will it utilize?  
There’s a political agreement reached in 2014 for at least 27% RES share by 2030 
binding only on the EU level, but is 27 % enough for the EU to maintain its international 
                                                 
54 Commission, ‘A Framework Strategy for a Resilient Energy Union with a Forward-Looking Climate Change 
Policy’ (n 52) 21. 
55 Commission, ‘Renewable Energy Package: new Renewable Energy Directive and bioenergy sustainability 
policy for 2030’ (n 51) 4. For an evaluation of this Inception Impact Assessment see Simon Godwin and Erik 
Akse, ‘Report on the Renewable Energy Inception Impact Assessment’ (Impact Assessment Institute 2016). 
56Commission, ‘Commission proposes new rules for consumer centred clean energy transition’ (Commission 
2016) <https://ec.europa.eu/energy/en/news/commission-proposes-new-rules-consumer-centred-clean-
energy-transition> accessed 1 December 2016. 
57 Commission, ‘Renewable Energy Package: new Renewable Energy Directive and bioenergy sustainability 
policy for 2030’ (n 51) 2. For an evaluation of how the new governance framework might work see Dörte 
Fouquet and Jana V Nysten, Legal Opinion: Legal Assessment of the European Commission’s Proposal for 
Renewable Energy Policy Beyond 2020 (The Greens/European Free Alliance 2014) 13-17. 
58 These initiatives are the crucial ones however as pointed out above it is recommended to read all the 
initiatives of the Clean Energy Package for a coherent and in-depth analysis.  
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climate change commitments59 and be on track to achieve a decarbonized economy? 
Beside the importance of the final agreed target, it’s crucial to also analyse how the EU 
will manage to avoid and fill any potential gap which can jeopardize the achievement of 
the Union’s target.  In the coming subsection I will present the Commission’s proposal; 
the first subsection is allocated to guiding Member States’ pledges and the second one 
deals with gap-filling mechanisms.  
 
3.1.1. Commission’s proposal: Guiding Member States’ pledges 
 
In the proposal for RED II, the Commission has requested a binding EU target of at least 
27% RES share in the final energy consumption; the calls for higher targets, including the 
call of the European Parliament have not been taken into account. The opinions for 
target percentage that different institutions have provided vary but there have been 
requests for a higher target. For instance, the European Parliament calls for a higher 
target, reflecting on Paris commitments, of at least 30% share of RES in the final energy 
consumption.60 WindEurope as well recommends a share of at least 30%;61 SolarPower 
Europe calls for 35%,62 and European Renewable Energy Councils calls for 45%.63 
Similarly, Ecofys has provided a scenario analysis and states that if the EU establishes a 
33% RES energy consumption target and a 40% energy efficiency, it can achieve to 
reduce GHG emissions by 51% by 2030.64 It remains to be seen if the EU Parliament and 
                                                 
59 The Paris Agreement has already entered into force and it is the first global legally binding agreement. 
See United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, ‘The Paris Agreement’ (UNFCCC)  
<http://unfccc.int/paris_agreement/items/9485.php> accessed 9 November 2016.  
60 European Parliament ‘Motion for a European Parliament Resolution on Renewable energy progress 
report’ (2016/2041(INI)) of 31 May 2016, paras 21,24.   
61 WindEurope, ‘Post-2020 Renewable Energy Directive’ (WindEurope 2016) 2 
<https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/policy/position-papers/WindEurope-Post-2020-
Renewable-Energy-Directive.pdf> accessed 30 October 2016. 
62 SolarPower Europe, ‘SolarPower Europe calls for 35% renewable energy target’ (SolarPower Europe 
2016) 
<www.solarpowereurope.org/index.php?eID=tx_nawsecuredl&u=0&g=0&t=1478963009&hash=ca5ec1a02
52d392a74460c224c9c3a3943197b18&file=fileadmin/user_upload/documents/Media/070316_SolarPower
_Europe_calls_for_35__renewable_energy_target.pdf>  
63 Josche Muth, ‘Moving towards 2030: A binding 45% renewable energy target’ (EREC  2011) 
<www.estif.org/fileadmin/estif/content/news/downloads/EREC%20Press%20Release_45%25%20by%2020
30.pdf> accessed 2 November 2016. 
64 Wouter Terlouw and others, ‘Higher EU energy efficiency and renewable energy targets enable 
greenhouse gas emissions reduction of more than 50% in 2030’ (ECOFYS 2016) 3  
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the Council of Ministers will agree to raise the target; a higher target should be decided. 
Besides the final agreed target, another crucial matter is how the EU will achieve its 
binding target. In 2014 the European Council, stated that the EU binding target ‘will be 
fulfilled through Member States’ contributions guided by the need to deliver collectively 
the EU target’.65 Hence, Member States, even though not required to have binding 
national targets, yet they are somehow obliged to provide their own commitments due 
to the requirement to ‘deliver collectively’.66 This situation has been embedded in 
Article 3 (1)-(2) of the proposal for RED II.  
 
The Commission has proposed an important rule, set in Article 3(3) of the proposal for 
RED II- Member States cannot go below their 2020 targets when setting their 
contributions for 2030. Another change is that the Commission has decided as the 
preferred option to use linear trajectory instead on non-linear trajectory as is the case 
with RED I, where the target achievements become steeper by the end of 2020.67 Article 
3(2) RED II states that Member States will set their contributions and notify the 
Commission as part of their Integrated National Energy and Climate Plans (NECP).  
NECPs should comply fully with the Regulation on the Governance of the Energy 
Union68, and with respect to renewables, Article 4(a)(2) of this Regulation requires 
Members States to provide trajectories for three sectors of energy; to provide 
trajectories for each renewable energy technology that is intended to be used, 
‘including total expected gross final energy consumption per technology and sector in 
Mtoe, total planned installed capacity per technology and sector in MW’. When it comes 
to the criteria/benchmarks based on which Member States pledge their contribution, 
we should note that the Commission has provided plenty of freedom to the Member 
                                                                                                                                                 
<www.ecofys.com/en/publications/emissions-reductions-above-50-in-2030-are-feasible-in-the-eu/> 
accessed 30 October 2016.  
65 European Council Conclusions, EUCO 169/14 of 23/24 October 2014, 5.  
66 Emphasis added.  
67 Commission, ‘Proposal for a directive on promotion of the use of energy from renewable energy sources 
(recast)’ COM (2016) 767 final (RED II) 18. 
68 Commission, ‘Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the 
Governance of the Energy Union amending Directive 94/22/EC, Directive 98/70/EC, Directive 2009/31/EC, 
Regulation (EC) No 663/2009, Regulation (EC) No 715/2009, Directive 2009/73/EC, Council Directive 
2009/119/EC, Directive 2010/31/EU, Directive 2012/27/EU, Directive 2013/30/EU and Council Directive 
(EU)2015/652 and repealing Regulation (EU) No 525/2013’ (COM (2016) 759 final (Proposal for a 
Regulation on the Governance of the Energy Union).  
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States. That is, beside the obligation to take their 2020 national binding targets as 
baseline for contributions to 2030, Member States are not given any quantified 
reference values nor any regional binding targets. Furthermore, there are no obligatory 
qualitative benchmarks for calculating their contributions. Member States should only 
take into account the following circumstances:  
(i) equitable distribution of deployment across the European Union; 
(ii) economic potential;  
(iii) geographical and natural constraints, including those of non-
interconnected areas and regions; and  
(iv) the level of power interconnection between Member States.69 
 
It’s worth mentioning that beside the circumstances provided above, there are a 
number of qualitative benchmarks that could have been used to assist Member States 
to pledge their contributions. These qualitative benchmarks include a) 2020 method 
allocation (a combination of a flat-rate increase and GDP per capita); b) GDP based 
default method; c) GDP based modified method; d) RES potential method; e) Flat-rate 
increase and RES potential method. 70 In addition, there’s also the option of quantified 
reference values (used in RES-E Directive)71 and regional targets. Regarding the latter, 
it’s important to note that whereas there can be no binding targets on the Member 
State level, the political agreement of 2014 didn’t mention the regional targets nor did it 
exclude this option.72 Thus, the Commission was free to utilize this mechanism, however 
it chose not to even include it as a policy option in the Impact Assessment for RED II.73 
Having regional targets can contribute positively towards more cooperation between 
                                                 
69 ibid art 5(1)(d). 
70 Nils Meyer-Ohlendorf and others, ‘Compliance with EU 2030 Renewable Energy Target: How to Fill a Gap’ 
(Ecological Institute 2016) 13-16 < http://ecologic.eu/14052> accessed 2 November 2016; Christoph 
Zehetner and others, ‘The EU 2030 Framework for renewables-effective effort sharing through public 
benchmarks’ (toward 2030, Dialogue on a RES policy framework for 2030, Issue Paper No.4, 2015) 3,6,7-9 
<www.medspring.eu/sites/default/files/Towards2030-dialogue-Issue-Paper-on-benchmarks-for-
renewables.pdf.> accessed 2 November 2016.  
71 Nils Meyer-Ohlendorf and others (n 70) 16. 
72 Christoph Zehetner and others (n 70) 10; Nils Meyer-Ohlendorf and others (n 70) 19. 
73 Commission, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promotion of 
the use of energy from renewable sources (recast)’ (Impact Assessment Part 1/4) SWD (20016) 418 final, 
169-178.  
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Member States.74 However, there are also some drawbacks to this option. First, 
Member States will need to be divided into regions. Then it would be difficult to break 
down the regional target into Member States’ national obligations towards this target.75 
How Member States would share their responsibilities and what happens if there is lack 
of cooperation and compliance within a region, is an additional problem. It seems fair to 
conclude that due to many uncertainties the Commission simply chose not to even 
include this option as a possibility. However, because Member States are obliged to hold 
regional consultations when preparing their NECPs as required by the Regulation on the 
Governance of Energy Union, it will be interesting to see if there will be any proposal for 
common targets between Member States as well as implementation of common 
support schemes via the cooperation mechanisms.  
 
From the requirements provided both in RED II and in the Regulation for the 
Governance of Energy Union, it is my understanding that Commission has taken a 
diplomatic path towards the national contributions to reach the Union’s binding target. 
On the one hand it has strictly provided the rule of baseline of not being able to pledge 
below the 2020 targets and on the other hand it leaves Member States on their own to 
pledge as they see fit, as long as the overall Union target is not jeopardized and as long 
as there’s a fair contribution by each Member State. Additionally, it must be noted that 
there are some mandatory requirements for Member States in order to deploy RES into 
three energy sectors. That is, Article 23(1) RED II obliges Member States to increase, 
every year, the share of RES in the heating and cooling sector by at least 1 percentage 
point (pp); Article 24 is solely dedicated to central heating and cooling and introduces a 
few important measures which aim at slowly decarbonizing this energy sector and 
provides extended rights to the final consumer and access rights to RES producers. 
Furthermore, according to Article 25(1), Member States are required to oblige their fuel 
suppliers to include ‘advanced biofuels and other biofuels and biogas (…), from waste-
based fossil fuels and from renewable electricity in the total amount of transport fuels 
they supply for consumption or use on the market in the course of a calendar year.’  
                                                 
74 Christoph Zehetner and others (n 70) 10. 
75 Nils Meyer-Ohlendorf and others (n 70) 19. 
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These suppliers shall be requested to provide at least 1.5% in 2021 of renewable or low-
carbon fuels and at least 6.8% by 2030; within this overall percentage, by 2021 at least 
0.5% share should come from advanced biofuels and biogas produced from certain 
feedstock and by 2030 this share must be increased to at least 3.6%.76 All the above 
sectorial requirements are to be fully taken into account when the Member States 
notify their integrated NECPs or provide their progress reports.  
 
Having discussed above the proposal of the Commission as to the contributions of 
Member States, it’s important to find out a way how to deal with the situation in case 
the Member States’ pledges don’t sum up to the EU binding target or their pledges fail 
to be met.  Below I will present the proposal of the Commission and also incorporate a 
couple of proposals provided by Member States prior to the launching of the Clean 
Energy for all Europeans package.  
 
3.1.2. Commission’s Proposal: EU gap filling mechanisms 
 
The Commission has proposed to deal with this matter by introducing a proposal on a 
Regulation for Governance of Energy Union.77 Member States, even though provided 
with much flexibility as to pledging their contributions, yet they have a burden to report 
all their objectives, targets, contributions, and measures through their NECPs. NECPs are 
to include all the dimensions of the Energy Union, and as such renewable energy is part 
of its decarbonizing of economy dimension. In Annex 1, I provide the main procedures 
for NECPs and the reporting timeline according to the Regulation on the Governance of 
Energy Union.  By checking Annex 1, it is evident that the Commission is fully involved in 
the process by evaluating the drafts of NECPs and then also assessing the final plans 
submitted. Member States will be under constant pressure to take into account the 
findings of the public consultations and the recommendations that were provided by 
other Member States through regional consultations. Member States have to state if 
they took into account these recommendations/issues raised and provide an 
                                                 
76 Commission, ‘Proposal for a directive on promotion of the use of energy from renewable energy sources 
(recast)’ COM (2016) 767 final (RED II) art 25 (1). 
77 Commission, Proposal for a Regulation on the Governance of the Energy Union (n 68). 
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explanation if they didn’t incorporate them. Furthermore, Member State have to take 
into account the Commission’s recommendations or provide an explanation as to why 
they acted otherwise.  
 
Finally, it’s important to mention two mechanisms that the Commission introduced: 1) 
mechanisms to avoid an ambition gap and 2) mechanisms to avoid and fill a delivery 
gap.78 For instance, if the Commission finds that the notified NECPs and their updates 
fall short on achieving the Energy Union objectives and targets, then the Commission 
will take measure at Union level.79 Furthermore, in case a Member State’s progress 
reports shows that the Member State in question falls short on achieving its 
contributions, targets or lacks behind on any measure foreseen in its NECP then the 
Commission will issue recommendations.80 Similarly, if the Commission, when assessing 
the progress reports of all Member States finds that the Union targets or objectives are 
at risk, it will issue recommendations to all Member States and in addition will take 
measures at Union level.81 Likewise, if the Union’s linear trajectory is not met by year 
2023:   
(…)Members State shall ensure by the year 2024 that any emerging gap is 
covered by additional measures such as: (a) adjusting the share of renewable 
energy in the heating and cooling sector (…); (b) adjusting the share of 
renewable energy in the transport sector (…); (c) making a financial contribution 
to a financing platform set up at Union level, contributing to renewable energy 
projects and manged directly or indirectly by the Commission; (d) other 
measures to increase deployment of renewable energy.82 
 
It’s worth mentioning that financial contribution to point c above will take place also 
when and if Member States fail to maintain their 2020 targets which is also a baseline 
for 2021 and onwards contributions.83 
                                                 
78 Commission, RED II (n 76) 18-19.  
79 Commission, Proposal for a Regulation on the Governance of the Energy Union (n 68) art 27(1). 
80 ibid art 27(2). 
81 Ibid art 27(3). 
82 Ibid art 27(4). 
83 Ibid. 
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The above presented provisions show that the EU wide target is protected by a number 
of combined measures at Member State and Union level. First, the Commission issues 
recommendations on pledged contributions and then if it sees that the Union target is 
jeopardized it will take measures at Union level which also include a financing platform. 
It should be noted that this financing platform aims directly at achieving the overall EU 
target and is not foreseen to protect investors or develop specific RE technologies.  
 
Prior to the Clean Energy for all Europeans package being published, two Member 
States, respectively Portugal and Germany provided proposals with respect to gap filling 
mechanisms. For instance Portugal had proposed the followings: 1) Under-performing 
Member States (those that don’t reach their pledges) pay money which would go to 
projects in the over-performing Member States; 2) Member States which are in track 
with their pledges (including their pledged trajectories) should receive funding by 
European financial instruments and; 3) ‘A scheme could be designed to attribute 
benefits in the accession to preferential rate in loans by the EIB to those countries that 
have succeeded in the implementation of national measures that are contributing (…)’84 
significantly toward the EU 2030 target. It seems that the Commission has taken into 
account some features of this proposal by: 1) Making the Member States that miss their 
baseline to contribute to a financing platform and when the Union’s target is at risk 
from being met all the Member States have to contribute to the platform; 2) Member 
States with high ambitions will be supported through Union funds (financial 
instruments) to assist with reducing the cost of capital for RE projects.85 The latter 
mechanism can be called a guarantee fund. As Nils Meyer-Ohlendorf and others note, in 
order for a Member State to be able to activate this guarantee fund they need to fulfil 
certain requirements such as prohibition of retroactive changes to their support 
mechanism.86 The Commission has also thought of this and thus has interlinked this 
                                                 
84 Lucie Tesniere and others, ‘Achieving the EU renewables target for 2030- a closer look at governance 
options’ (Dialogue on a RES policy framework for 2030, Issue Paper No. 6, Towards2030 2015) 4  
<http://platform.towards2030.eu/content/achieving-eu-renewables-target-2030-%E2%80%93-closer-look-
governance-options.> accessed 2 November 2016. 
85 Commission, RED II art 3(4). 
86 Nils Meyer-Ohlendorf and others (n 70) 30. 
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mechanism with high ambitions of Member States. Regarding the retroactive changes, 
this issue has already been dealt with on RED II whereby Article 6 prohibits such 
changes. It should be noted that Article 6 seems to cover all the RES projects aided 
through support schemes and is not limited only to those in the electricity sector.  
Another similar feature which enhances investor confidence is embedded in Article 
13(3) Regulation on the Governance of the Energy Union, where Member States are 
allowed to update their NECPs only if they increase their targets or ambitions.  
 
Similarly, another proposal came from Germany which gave 3 options: 1) Regional 
binding targets; 2) EU back-up mechanism and 3) Portugal’s proposal (using the 
Portuguese proposal).87 Regarding the EU back-up mechanism, the Commission has 
chosen it (refer above at financing platform point c). However, it remains to be seen 
how this mechanism will be developed.88 For instance, WindEurope shares the same 
opinion of having such mechanism, however it proposes that in case a Member State 
overreaches its benchmarks then it must be able to contribute a significantly smaller 
amount towards this mechanism in comparison to those Member States that are not in 
line with their benchmarks.89  Even though the Commission has not explicitly stated the 
means, Article 27 Regulation on Governance of the Energy Union, states that the early 
high ambitions of Member States’ will be taken into account whenever gap filling 
mechanisms are used. It remains to be seen if those Member States that have pledged 
high contributions and are on track with their trajectories will have financial benefits by 
being able to contribute less money to any financial facility that will be established.  
 
Next I will present the Commission’s proposal for national support schemes.  
 
 
                                                 
87 Lucie Tesniere and others (n 84) 5. The regional targets were discussed earlier in this paper, thus, in 
order to avoid any redundancy I didn’t mention them in this part. 
88 For evaluation on the possible form of this mechanism see Lucie Tesniere and others, (n 84) 6. See also 
answer 9 at EREF, ‘EREF to public consultations on a new renewable energy directive for the period after 
2020’ (EREF 2016) <http://www.eref-europe.org/positions/position-papers/> accessed 2 November 2016. 
89 WindEurope (n 61) 4. 
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3.2. National support schemes 
 
Until 2014 when the Commission adopted its Guidelines on State aid for environmental 
protection and energy 2014-202090 (2014 Guidelines), Member States have been 
completely free to choose and arrange the support schemes as they saw fit. While in 
many Member States the support schemes have worked very well, in many other 
Member States, over-incentivizing renewable energy projects has led these Member 
States to cut the existing or future support. Countries like Spain, Czech Republic and 
Italy have already been taken to arbitration by a number of investors.91 Thus, the 
Commission (due to above reasons and protection of the internal market from 
distortions) found it as necessary to provide guidance with respect to support 
schemes.92  The 2014 Guidelines have faced certain resistance; the European Renewable 
Energies Federation (EREF) has filled for the annulment of Chapter 3.3.2 of the 2014 
Guidelines.93 Furthermore, as Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes claims, despite the ruling of ECJ 
in the Åland case and despite the Member States’ right to their energy mix and their 
support schemes, the 2014 Guidelines, Chapter 3.3.2, is in breach of the EU primary and 
secondary law by limiting Member States’ choice of support schemes.94 In addition, if 
one checks the responses of the stakeholders on the consultations held for RED II, one 
will notice that the opinion regarding the harmonization of national support schemes 
varies a lot. For instance, 34% of stakeholders support ‘a gradual alignment of national 
support schemes through common EU rules’ and 17 % are for opening the national 
                                                 
90 Commission, Guidelines on State aid for environmental protection and energy 2014-2020 of 28 June 
2014 (Communication) OJ C 200/1.  
91 For an analysis of the problems with the support schemes faced in those three countries see Daniel Behn 
and others, ‘Promoting Renewable Energy in the EU: Shifting Trends in Member State Policy Space’ (2015) 
PluriCourts Research Paper No. 15-13, 6,8-14.   
92 European Commission, ‘Report from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the 
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions: Renewable energy progress 
report’, COM (2013) 175, 5, 9.   
93 Case T-694/14, EREF v Commission [2014] cited in Daniel Behn and others (n 82) 21. 
94 Rainer Hinrichs-Rahlwes, ‘Perspectives for Renewable Energy in Europe: Challenges on the Way Towards 
a Stable and Reliable Policy Framework Until and Beyond 2020’ in Ali Syigh (ed) Renewable Energy in the 
Service of Mankind Vol II: Selected Topics from the World Renewable Energy Congress WREC 2014 I 
(Springer 2016) 271. Also see the following ECJ case law on national support schemes and possible barriers 
to trade, Case C-573/12 Ålands vindkraft AB v Energimyndigheten ECLI:EU:C:2014:2037; Case-379/98  
PreussenElektra AG v Schhleswag AG [2001] ECR I-2159; Joined Cases C-204/12 to C-208/12, Essent 
Belgium NV v Vlaamse Reguleringsinstantie voor de Elektriciteits- en Gasmarkt ECLI:EU:C:2014:2192; Case 
C-66/13 Green Network SpA v Autorità per l'energia elettrica e il gas. ECLI:EU:C:2014:2399 . 
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support schemes to producers in other Member States.95 Regarding the latter 
recommendation there is a need for further analysis because the ECJ has already stated 
that only the EU Parliament is entitled to decide whether to open or not the national 
support schemes to producers from other Member States.96 Based on the responses 
above one can conclude that there is support for harmonization of support schemes 
however through a gradual process. But what has the Commission proposed for support 
schemes?  
 
Article 4 RED II recognizes the right of Member States to use support schemes for 
electricity coming from RES (in compliance with 2014 Guideline), however such support 
must be designed in a way that avoids unnecessary market distortions and that 
producers take into account market signals and grid constraints. Furthermore, Article 
4(2) states that support must be provided through ‘an open, transparent, competitive, 
non-discriminatory and cost-effective manner.’97 This implies that auctioning/bidding 
processes are the preferred choice for allocation of the support. Regarding the 
Commission’s aim to have auctions as the mechanism for allocation of support, 
stakeholders call for caution with the design of auctions and request for applicability 
only to large-scale projects.98 Additionally there is a request to assess auction tools prior 
to establishing state aid guidelines beyond 2020.99   
 
Based on the above, it is evident that contrary to RED I, RED II provides features for 
support schemes (which make them legally binding and require transposition into 
national laws); it introduces State Aid guidelines in the secondary law as necessary to be 
taken into account when designing support schemes and; it makes auctions the 
preferred option for allocating the support. It must be noted that the Commission has 
not provided for an explicit harmonization of support schemes but a further alignment 
framework for support schemes; Member States are free to choose their preferred 
                                                 
95 Commission, ‘Public consultation on the Renewable Energy Directive for the period after 2020: Analysis 
of stakeholder views’ (n 50) 3. 
96 Daniel Behn and others, (n 91) 23. 
97 Commission, RED II (N 76). 
98 See answer 14 at EREF (n 84). 
99 WindEurope (n 61) 7.  
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support, however they need to take into account the 2014 Guidelines. For instance in 
the Impact Assessment of Market Design Initiative, it is clearly stated that feed-in tariffs 
must be limited to some specific cases whereas schemes based on premiums are 
preferred due to the fact that RES producers are exposed to prices signals.  
Furthermore, it is stated that the level of support must be set through auctions.100  
 
Having auctions for instance, is not per se a bad mechanism, as there are many 
advantages like, discovery of real costs of projects.101 However, we should also 
acknowledge that the sceptics of auction methods maintain that while this method 
assist in controlling the costs, yet it may curb further development of RES, as it has 
already happened in some countries.102 In order to be able to correctly analyse the 
implications of auctions on the potential curb of RES development and deployment into 
the electricity market, then we would need to analyse data based on at least a couple of 
years in order to draw any realistic patter. As such, and due to the fact that by 1 January 
2017 all the Member States are guided to use auctions, it remains to be seen what 
effects will have on RES development. 
 
Another new feature is the requirement for Member States to at least partially open 
support schemes for generators from other Member States. During the period 2021-
2025, at least 10% of newly-supported capacity should be opened to installations 
located in other Member States; for the period 2026-2030 this percentage is to be 
increased to 15%.103 Lastly, Member States are under the obligation to assess their 
                                                 
100 Commission, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on common rules 
for the internal market in electricity (recast); Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of 
the Council establishing a European Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (recast); Proposal for 
a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on risk preparedness in the electricity sector’ 
(Impact Assessment Part 1/5 and 2/5 main text)  SWD (2016) 410 final, 36,191 (Impact Assessment for a 
new market design).  
101 IRENA and CEM, Renewable Energy Auctions – A Guide to Design (2015) 22-23 
<http://www.irena.org/DocumentDownloads/Publications/IRENA_RE_Auctions_Guide_2015_2_policies.pd
f> accessed 3 January 2017. 
102 David Toke, ‘Renewable Energy Auctions and Tenders: How good are they?’ International Journal of 
Sustainable Energy Planning and Management Vol 08 (20015) 43, 53. 
103  Commission, RED II (n 76) art 5. 
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support provided at least every four years, and make future decisions based on the 
results of the assessments.104   
 
In the next subsection I will address regulatory, administrative and technical measures, 
including provisions for prosumers and energy communities, which the Commission has 
proposed.  
 
3.3. Regulatory, administrative, technical measures to assist RES  
 
Under RED I, all Member States are obliged to ensure priority dispatch and priority 
access/or guaranteed access for RES-E. Before the Clean Energy for all Europeans 
package was published, the Guardian published an article claiming that the Commission 
will propose removing priority dispatch for RES even though being aware that this will 
lead to an increase in carbon emissions to 45m-60m tonnes.105  Concerns were rightfully 
raised by the renewable industry representatives, due to the fact that the Commission is 
well aware that this move will lead to an increase in carbon emissions and thus limit its 
aim of decarbonizing the economy and increase RES deployment.106 Industry 
representatives have long lobbied for keeping priority dispatch,107 and as regards the 
problem of power excess they propose a sector coupling, as it is the case with Denmark 
where power and heating sectors are coupled.108 Furthermore, Wind Europe has 
provided a few market conditions which need to be fulfilled if priority dispatch for RES is 
to be phased out:   
                                                 
104 ibid art 4(4). 
105 Arthur Neslen, ‘Renewables could lose European power grid priority, documents reveal’ (The Guardian 
2016) <https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/nov/01/renewables-could-lose-european-
power-grid-priority-documents-reveal> accessed 1 November 2016. See also Commission, ‘Proposal for a 
Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on common rules for the internal market in 
electricity (recast); Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a 
European Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (recast); Proposal for a Regulation of the 
European Parliament and of the Council on risk preparedness in the electricity sector’ (Impact Assessment 
Part 3/5, 4/5 and 5/5 annexes)  SWD (2016) 410 final, 19 (Impact Assessment for a new market design 2).  
106 Arthur Neslen (n 105).  
107 SolarPower Europe, ‘Ensuring a cost-effective growth of solar power in Europe’ (SolarPower Europe) 4  
<http://www.solarpowereurope.org/fileadmin/user_upload/documents/Policy_Papers/SolarPower_Positio
n_Paper_on_post-2020_RES_regulatory_framework.pdf> accessed 2 November 2016. 
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- no priority dispatch for any other technology (including must-run arrangements 
for conventional generators); 
-  liquid intraday markets with gate closure near real-time; 
- balancing markets allow for a competitive participation of wind producers; (short 
gate closure time, separate up/downwards products, etc.); and 
- curtailment rules and congestion management are transparent to all market 
parties.109 
Beside the abovementioned conditions, there is a request for having exemptions on full 
balancing responsibilities for renewable energy generators until the short-term markets 
ensure non-discrimination and that small-scale renewable energy and demonstration 
projects should be completely exempt from balancing responsibilities.110 In order to 
evaluate recent developments proposed through the Commission’s new Market Design 
Initiative111, I will analyse the proposed legal framework against the requests (provided 
above) of the RES industry.   
 
Commission’s proposal provides that all market participants shall have balancing 
responsibilities (on their own or through delegation), thus be financially responsible for 
any of their imbalances.112 However, Member States may provide for derogations for a) 
demonstration projects; b) RES installation and high-efficiency cogeneration with an 
installed electricity capacity of less than 500kW, however, from 1 January 2026 this 
                                                 
109 WindEurope, ‘WindEurope views on curtailment of wind power and its links to priority dispatch’ 
(WindEurope 2016) 2 < https://windeurope.org/wp-content/uploads/files/policy/position-
papers/WindEurope-Priority-Dispatch-and-Curtailment.pdf> accessed 2 November 2016. See also The 
European Wind Energy Association, ‘EWEA position paper on priority dispatch and wind power’ (EWEA) 
<http://www.ewea.org/fileadmin/files/library/publications/position-
papers/EWEA_position_on_priority_dispatch.pdf> ; Commission, ‘Public consultation on the Renewable 
Energy Directive for the period after 2020: Analysis of stakeholder views’ (n 50) 5; WindEurope (n 61) 6.  
110 Commission, ‘Public consultation on the Renewable Energy Directive for the period after 2020: Analysis 
of stakeholder views’ (n 50) 5.   
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exemption applies only to electricity capacity of less than 250kW and; c) Installations 
which will have already received State Aid approval by the Commission and were 
commissioned prior to entry into entry of this Regulation.113 Furthermore, all market 
participants will participate in balancing markets, individually or through aggregators.114 
Additionally, among other elements, these markets are to be organized as such as to 
ensure non-discrimination; bids will be allowed as close to real time as possible; 
separate procurement for upward balancing capacity and downward balancing capacity 
and; TSO will have to publish all the relevant information close to real time.115  
 
Based on the few elements provided above, I can state that the Commission has taken 
into account the requests of the RES industry for the balancing markets and the 
balancing of responsibilities. Furthermore, Article 6 and especially Article 7 entail a 
couple of provisions which deal with matters raised by RES industry (day-ahead and 
intraday markets). For instance, RES producers can trade energy as close to real time as 
possible and with time intervals at least as short as the imbalance settlement period. 
The latter, by 1 January 2025 is set to 15 minutes. Moreover, the bid sizes are set to be 1 
MW or less.116 
 
Regarding the debated issues of priority rules, the Commission has decided to phase it 
out completely, however with exemptions for: RES installations and high efficiency 
cogeneration with an installed electricity capacity of less than 500 kW, but this 
exempted capacity shall be lowered to less than 250 kW, if the total of the combined 
capacity of these two sources exceeds 15% of the overall installed generating capacity in 
a Member State   (by 1 January 2026 the electricity capacity  must be less than 250 kW, 
if the threshold has been achieved then less than 125 kW).117 Additionally RES 
installations which are already entitled to priority rules prior to entry into force of the 
Regulation shall continue to have it unless these installations go through huge 
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modifications.118 Removing priority (both access and dispatch) has a few consequences 
for RE technologies. As the Commission’s analysis provides, removing priority dispatch 
will affect high marginal cost technologies likes biomass; there will be a reduction on 
running hours of wood based biomass of 85 % to the benefit of mostly gas-fired power 
plants but also to coal and nuclear.119 Even though, EUR 5.9 billion120 can be saved in 
system costs by removing priority dispatch, yet, the CO2 emissions will increase and this 
is in direct jeopardy with the Union’s decarbonisation goals. However, there are doubts 
to sustainability of woody biomass compared to fossil fuels; as I will discuss later on, it’s 
wrong to assume that woody biomass is carbon neutral, thus this matter requires 
caution. Beside the benefits that gas-fired power plants will have with the removal of 
priority dispatch for RE installations, the introduction of new rules for capacity 
mechanisms, especially the thresholds give gas plants another opportunity in the 
market.121 
 
For variable technologies like solar and wind, removal of priority dispatch will slightly 
benefit them, however, the removal of priority access will affect these low marginal cost 
technologies, especially wind.122 With respect to this some safeguards are introduced 
like the criteria for curtailment or redispatching must be objective, non-discriminatory 
and transparent.123  If curtailment or redispatching takes place then system operators 
should first curtail or redispatch those generators which offer to undergo such an act 
through market-based mechanism and with a financial compensation. Just in cases 
where there is no market based alternative, can non-market-based curtailment or 
redispatching be used.124 Furthermore, system operators are under the obligation to 
report at the local regulatory authority at least once, on curtailment or downward 
redispatching of RES installations and the measures taken to reduce these acts.125 
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119 Commission, Impact Assessment for a new market design 2 (n 105) 19-20.  
120 ibid 19.  
121 David Buchan and Malcolm Keay, ‘EU energy policy- 4th time lucky?’ (The Oxford Institute for Energy 
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Additionally, RES installation can be curtailed or downward redispatched only as a last 
resort or when network security would be at risk. Any curtailment or downward 
dispatchment of RES generation installations must be duly and transparently justified by 
network operators at the local regulatory authority.126  Finally, an important provision 
which might have a positive impact on system operators to make the correct decision, is 
the requirement that in cases of non-market based curtailment or redispatching RES 
generating installations will have a financial compensation which has to be equal to the 
highest sum of one of the two elements: a)extra operating cost triggered by the 
curtailment or redispatching, like additional fuel costs; b) ‘90% of the net revenues from 
the sale of electricity on the day-ahead market’ that would have been earned if the 
curtailment or redispatching didn’t take place.127 
 
A number of new provisions are included in RED II as well. For instance, Article 15(3) 
seeks to ensure that Member States publish a schedule of support that is to be allocated 
to RES projects and which should cover at least the following three years for each 
scheme and must include the financial support to be allocated, the timeframe, the 
capacity, and the consultation of stakeholders on support schemes. Furthermore, 
‘Member States shall remove administrative barriers to corporate long-term power 
purchase agreements to finance renewables and facilitate their uptake’.128 These 
articles will have a positive impact on enhancing investor confidence, in addition to the 
one on prohibiting retroactive changes. Additionally, Member States are required to 
assess their RES potential and the use of waste heat and cold in the heating and cooling 
sector.129  
 
Likewise, Articles 16 and 17 provide some new features to facilitate and simplify the 
procedures for granting permits. Article 16(1) requires the establishment of one stop 
shops for permit granting processes; Article 16(3) provides for a maximum of three 
years for the procedure of granting permits. When it comes to repowering existing RE 
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plants, Article 16(5) puts a timeframe of one year and requires a simplified procedure. 
Similarly, Article 17 is dedicated to demonstration projects and small RE installations of 
an electricity capacity of less than 50 kW. According to Article 17(1) the DSO needs to be 
notified in order to connect; in case of repowering, Article 17(2) requires a notification 
to the one stop shop and this authority is obliged to decide on the notification within six 
months of receiving it. However, if the national authority finds the notification 
insufficient then the generators have to go through the procedure according to Article 
16. The Commission has taken into account the requests of stakeholders for one stop 
shop130, however other requests like, online applications for permits131, are left out.  
 
Regarding the Guarantees of Origin (GO) system, RED II includes a couple of new 
features. For instance, GO now covers also renewable gas; upon producer’s request GO 
must be issued for heating and cooling; producers are requested to present GO if they 
evoke any environmental benefit when they advertise to the consumers; GO can be 
issued to RE generators who receive financial support through support schemes, but 
these GOs shall enter the market through auctions and the revenues collected will be 
used towards offsetting the cost of RE support schemes; for small scale installations, 
Member States can use simplified information on GO and; no GO issued by third-
countries is to be recognized by Member States unless the Commission has signed an 
agreement with that country.132 Regarding, the request of stakeholders to extend GO to 
other non-RES installations133, the Commission has left it open to the Member States to 
decide whether they want to impose or not such a requirement.134 
 
Further, another critical measure is empowering consumers and switching to a 
prosumer centred system. There was a great support for the EU to make sure that 
                                                 
130 Commission, ‘Public consultation on the Renewable Energy Directive for the period after 2020: Analysis 
of stakeholder views’ (n 50) 6. 
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consumers are allowed to self-produce and consume that energy, sell to the grid, and 
store their renewable power and heat.135 This decentralized energy generation will lead 
to ‘(…) local engagement, increased acceptance, direct or financial participation, 
diversification of actors and increased energy democracy.’ 136 In RED II the Commission 
has taken this into account thus there is Article 21 which recognizes prosumers, or as 
the Commission calls this category – self-consumers. Self-consumers are entitled to 
produce and sell their energy and not be regarded as energy suppliers unless they 
exceed annually 10 MWh for households and 500 MWh for legal persons (this threshold 
can be increased if Member States choose to do so).137  
 
A similar provision is added for energy communities, where Article 22 recognizes their 
right to generate energy (not limited to electricity as is the case with self-consumers), 
consume, store and sell it. In order to be considered as energy community, this entity 
has to fulfil at least four out of five criteria provided in the Article.138 Additionally, 
energy communities are entitled to support schemes and the Member States must take 
into account their specificities when they design the support schemes. Recognizing the 
above two categories is a step forward towards decentralizing the system, however, it 
remains to be seen, especially for self-consumers if they will face any problems and if 
they will be fully supported towards this decentralized system. For instance, RED II 
provides for a minimum threshold of electricity that self-consumers are entitled to 
generate; will Member States be more generous or will they stick with the provided 
minimum?  
 
Regarding the decarbonisation of the heating and cooling sector, I have already pointed 
out above two new provisions which are introduced in RED II. Currently, heating and 
cooling takes its 75% of energy supply from fossil fuels, 7 % from nuclear and only 18% 
from RES;139 the latter can be used more and help with the decarbonisation of this 
                                                 
135 Commission, ‘Public consultation on the Renewable Energy Directive for the period after 2020: Analysis 
of stakeholder views’ (n 50) 4.  See also answer 27 at EREF (n 84).  
136 See answer 27 at EREF (n 84). 
137 Commission, RED II (n 76) art 21 (1). 
138 Ibid art 22(1). 
139 Commission, ‘An EU Strategy on Heating and Cooling’ (Communication) COM (2016) 51 final, 2-3. 
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sector.  Such a change towards more RES in this sector can take place during building 
renovations by shifting to ‘heat pumps, solar, geothermal heating or waste heat.’140 Due 
to the fact that the majority of energy used in heating and cooling is consumed by 
residential buildings, maybe it would be more effective to encourage people towards 
more RES usage.  For instance Article 24 (2) RED II states that consumers can disconnect 
from inefficient district heating or cooling systems and produce their own heating or 
cooling from RES.141  Member State can facilitate this process by analysing the possibility 
of offering property tax deductions (for a specific period) to all the owners who 
renovate their buildings and change their appliances in order to accommodate RES. 
Furthermore, a Member State level initiative (or even an EU wide) can take place to 
negotiate with banks for preferential loans for such changes. Finally, it is crucial to 
promote public awareness regarding the benefits (economic, social, and environmental) 
towards a switch to a decarbonized heating and cooling sector. Regarding RED II 
provisions on heating and cooling there is a reasonable concern raised which points out 
that the main renewable sources used in the sector (biomass) might create 
environmental and sustainability problems.142 Seeking to increase the share of RES in 
both heating and cooling, and transport sector mainly through biomass and biofuels is a 
critical matter and is a huge concern for many environmental protection organizations; 
the next subsection deals with sustainability of bioenergy.  
 
3.4. Sustainability of bioenergy  
 
The topic of sustainability of bioenergy is one of the most problematic and demanding 
one, in terms of research, thorough analysis and variety of implications.  Based on some 
published position papers and responses to the consultation on the EU bioenergy policy, 
                                                 
140 ibid 5. 
141 For features on efficient district heating and cooling see Council Directive 2012/27/EU of 25 October 
2012 on energy efficiency, amending Directives 2009/125/EC and 2010/30/EU and repealing Directives 
2004/8/EC and 2006/32/EC [2012] OJ L315/1, art 2(41).  
142 David Buchan and Malcolm Keay, (n 121) 4. 
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there is a variety of attitudes towards the substance of 2030 EU bioenergy policy.143 For 
instance, there are stakeholders who claim that bioenergy shouldn’t play an important 
role in the renewable energy mix and other RES should become dominant144, others 
claiming that it should play an important role but with a significant increase of other 
RES145 and another stakeholder claiming that it should continue to play a dominant role 
in the renewable energy mix.146  
Thus, we have a situation where the private enterprises (especially those that would be 
affected by any change in the bioenergy policy) support the dominance of bioenergy; 
civil society organizations support the dominance of other RE technologies and; a middle 
ground is held by public authorities, public enterprises and academic/research 
institutions which state that bioenergy is important but there should be a significant 
increase of other RES.147  
 
With respect to sustainability criteria for bioenergy, Article 26 RED II widened its scope 
to also include gaseous and solid fuels produced from biomass (in short biomass fuels) 
for heating and cooling, and electricity generation. A new criterion for forest biomass is 
introduced which aims at protecting biodiversity and assuring sustainable forest 
harvesting, by introducing some minimal rules, which in reality are not novel. 
Additionally, for biofuels, new plants are required to achieve 70% GHG emissions saving 
whereas an 80% GHG emissions saving is required for biomass-based heating and 
cooling, and electricity installations. The latter category is exempted from the criteria 
                                                 
143 Commission, ‘Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the promotion 
of the use of energy from renewable sources (recast)’ (Sustainability of Bioenergy Impact Assessment) 74-
75. 
144 TransportEnvironment, ‘Response to the consultation on a sustainable energy policy for the period after 
2020’ (TransportEnvironment 2016) 6  
<https://www.transportenvironment.org/sites/te/files/publications/2016_05_consultation_submission_TE
_bioenergy.pdf> accessed 23 November 2016.  
145 The Government of Netherlands, ‘Response to the consultation on a sustainable energy policy for the 
period after 2020’ (Rijksoverheid 2016) 6 
<https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/binaries/rijksoverheid/documenten/publicaties/2016/08/23/a-sustainable-
bioenergy-policy-for-the-period-after-2020/a-sustainable-bioenergy-policy-for-the-period-after-2020.pdf.>  
accessed 23 November 2016. 
146 Renewable Energy Association UK, ‘Response to the consultation on a sustainable energy policy for the 
period after 2020’ (REA UK 2016) 6  
<http://www.r-e-
a.net/resources/pdf/243/160510_REA_response_to_EU_sustainable_bioenergy_policy_for_the_period_aft
er_2020_FINAL.pdf.>  accessed 23 November 2016. 
147 Commission, ‘Sustainability of Bioenergy Impact Assessment’ (n 143) 75. 
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when the installations have a fuel capacity below 20 MW (solid biomass fuels) and an 
electrical capacity below 0.5 MG (gaseous biomass fuels).148  A slightly positive provision 
is Article 26(8) which prohibits the electricity produced from biomass fuels to 1) count 
towards the Union’s binding RES target or Member States’ pledged contributions 2) 
count towards the mandatory share of Member States’ in heating and cooling, and 
transport sector and 3) receive financial support, unless this electricity is produced by 
applying high efficient cogeneration technology. However, there is exemption from 
point 1 and 2 above, for installations which are already operational or which start 
operating up to 3 years after RED II is adopted and point 3 is not applicable to 
installations that receive already approved State Aid. Another exemption is provided 
based on the risks of security of supply of electricity; the Member States notify the 
Commission for these cases which need exemption and the latter also needs to approve 
them. 149 Lastly, it must be noted that due to many debates that evolved around the use 
of food or feed crops for energy in transport, the Commission has put a cap of 7% to be 
reduced to 3.8% by 2030.150  
 
Regardless of the fact that the measures proposed for bioenergy might seem complex 
and extended, yet, according to many NGOs/civil society organizations, the 
Commission’s proposal on bioenergy is depicted as a ‘greenwashing the existing 
policy’.151 The problem with bioenergy is that, in RED II Member States are obliged to 
increase for instance the use of RES share in heating and cooling by 1 percentage point 
every year; this share will be fulfilled in majority from forest biomass.152 As the 
Commission calls for binding targets, the demand goes high for some specific sources 
                                                 
148 Commission, RED II (n 76) 22, arts 26(5)-(7), 26(1). 
149 Ibid art 26(8). 
150 ibid art 7(1). 
151 Sini Eräjää, ‘Leaked Renewable Energy Directive fails the test on bioenergy’ (EU Bioenergy 2016) 
<http://www.eubioenergy.com/2016/11/17/leaked-renewable-energy-directive-fails-the-test-on-
bioenergy/> accessed 30 December 2016. For biofuels impact on the land use change see Hugo Valin and 
others, ‘The land use change impact of biofuels consumed in the EU: Quantification of area and 
greenhouse gas impacts’ (Ecofys, IIASA and E4tech  2015) < http://www.ecofys.com/en/news/report-
quantifies-land-use-change-impact-of-biofuels-consumed-in-the-eu/> accessed 23 November 2016. See 
also an extremely interesting book David Primententel (ed) Biofuels, Solar and Wind as Renewable Energy 
Systems: Benefits and Risks (Springer 2008).   
152 See the statistic on the use of bioenergy, and especially biomass for heating a cooling at Commission, 
‘Sustainability of Bioenergy Impact Assessment’ (n 144) 93.  
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and many countries outside the EU are affected as well. For instance, the Commission 
received 58 000 emails, in majority part from the US citizens expressing their concerns 
for climate change and biodiversity due to unstainable practices that are taking place in 
the US forests.153 The EU’s demand for reaching its binding targets has raised the 
demand in countries like the US for forest biomass, for pellet production. Unfortunately, 
besides requiring that bioenergy is produced in efficient installations, the Commission 
has failed to even provide a thorough analysis for putting a cap on bioenergy or 
requesting Member States to make specific assessments through thorough scientific 
research to at least exclude certain feedstocks. 154 Likewise, it seemed to have been too 
troublesome for the Commission to find a way for the biogenic CO2 emissions for forest 
biomass to be counted and not to count only the supply-chain emissions.155 It remains 
to be seen how the provisions on bioenergy will further develop in the legislative 
process. Bioenergy is an extremely problematic topic because we are not dealing for 
instance with market distortions which even though very inconvenient, yet they don’t 
pose crucial risks to destroying the environment thus risking the sustainability of life in 
earth. As such, a true sustainable way to decarbonising both heating and cooling and 
transport sectors would require using variable RE technologies (electrification of all 
sectors) and stop using biomass.  
 
 
 
                                                 
153 ibid 72. 
154 ‘A New EU Sustainable Bioenergy Policy: Proposal to regulate bioenergy production and use in the EU’s 
renewable policy framework 2020-2030’ (BirdLife Europe 2016) 6-11  
<http://www.birdlife.org/sites/default/files/a_new_eu_sustainable_bionenergy_policy_2016.pdf > 
accessed 2 January 2017. This a report which compiles the stances of a number of civil society 
organizations as to what features the 2030 Bioenergy policy should include.  See also 
TransportEnvironment (n 144) 6ff.  Cf AEBIOM, ‘AEBIOM position on a sustainable bioenergy policy for the 
period after 2020’ (AEBIOM 2016) < http://www.aebiom.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/AEBIOM-
position-on-a-sustainable-bioenergy-policy-for-the-period-after-2020-10.05.16.pdf> accessed 23 
November 2016; Fern, ‘Fern submission to EU Consultation: A sustainable bioenergy policy for the period 
after 2020’ (Fern 2016) 
155 Commission, ‘Sustainability of Bioenergy Impact Assessment’ (n 144) 36-37. For scientific findings on 
biogenic emissions see also Annex 7 ibid.  
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4. Conclusion  
 
 This dissertation has provided a glance into the renewable energy policy in the EU, 
albeit limited in both scope and length. Since the mid-1980s, development and 
deployment of RES became an energy objective at EU level. Initially RES started being 
promoted through research and demonstration programmes, which, albeit needed, was 
insufficient as renewables needed assistance to be deployed into the market. Hence a 
policy switch happened with the adoption of the fist legal acts in 2001 and 2003, 
respectively RES-E Directive and Biofuels Directive. Even though these Directives lacked 
binding targets and were not as detailed as their successor, yet they built the foundation 
for stronger policy to follow.  
 
RED I, which repealed the last two Directives is a landmark within the legal framework 
for RES. RED I introduced many new features, however two most crucial ones are the 
binding targets and the priority rules. As it was intensely discussed, support schemes for 
a long time have been a target of much debate, and in many occasions harmonization 
was sought by all means. Yet, in RED I no harmonization was agreed up and thus an 
important provision on cooperation mechanism – specifically voluntary joint support 
schemes – was introduced, however, unfortunately it has only been used once to-date. 
RED I is generally regarded to have been very successful but most of its provisions 
having a binding force only until 2020.  
 
With the publishing of the Clean Energy for All Europeans package, major changes were 
introduced. First of all, there is a binding target only at EU level. Member States have a 
wide flexibility to pledge their contributions however there are some mandatory 
requirements as well. In addition the Commission is fully involved throughout the 
process of drafting National Energy and Climate Plans and beside recommendations it 
can take measures at EU level, in case the Union’s target is at risk. One of these 
measures is a financing platform. It remains to be seen how this platform will be 
established and what benefits will Member States with high ambitions and on track with 
their trajectories have. Overall, the Commission solution to Member States’ 
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contributions is very diplomatic; it provides mandatory rule of baseline, increase of RES 
in heating/cooling and transport sector, and the financial platform while at the same 
time leaving to Member States plenty of freedom to pledge their contributions.  
 
Another change discussed herein is related to the design of the internal electricity 
market. It seems that the Commission has incorporated in its proposal the majority of 
requests of RE industry with respect to short-term markets and balancing of 
responsibilities. However, RE installations’ priority rules have been phased out with 
limited exemptions. As there will be no priority dispatch anymore, wood-based biomass 
installations will be cut running hours to the benefit of mostly gas-fired power plants. At 
a glance, this seems contrary to the EU climate change objective, however, knowing that 
wood-based biomass is by no means carbon neutral, such a stance could be put into 
question.  
 
Additionally, this dissertation provided an analysis as to the new path for support 
schemes. The Commission has proposed a further alignment of support schemes, 
without an explicit harmonization, however, State Aid guidelines are introduced in the 
secondary law, and auctions are the preferred option to allocate support. With respect 
to investor confidence there are a few beneficial provisions, among them the 
prohibition of retroactive changes. Furthermore, an interesting new provision which will 
also help with decentralizing the energy generation is the recognition of self-consumers 
and energy communities.  
 
Regarding the decarbonisation of heating and cooling sector, it is very questionable how 
far the EU will reach this goal. Leaving out biogenic emissions from being taken into 
account will inevitably lead to an amendment in couple of years, should RED II be 
adopted with the proposed sustainability criteria.  
 
Overall, RED II together with other provisions related to renewables (Regulation for 
Governance of the Energy Union and the Regulation on the Design on Internal Electricity 
Market) are satisfying however one must recall that energy at the end of the day is a 
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political matter. It appears that the Commission focused in providing a level playing field 
for RES, however, removing priority dispatch and keeping capacity mechanisms are a 
compromise for keeping alive certain fossil fuel sources.  
 
This dissertation finally concludes by recommending a higher EU RES target and more 
stringent sustainability criteria for biomass. Optimally it is recommended to focus on 
electrification of all sectors and phasing out the use of biomass.  
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Annex 1: NECP preparation process  
 
Action type Date for Action to 
be taken:  
Legal Basis Remarks 
Member States 
hold public 
consultations while 
preparing the draft 
NECPs 
Member States 
decide  
Article 10   
Member States  
hold regional 
consultations and 
take into account 
comments received 
by other Member 
States when 
preparing the draft 
NECPs  
Member States 
decide 
Article 11(2)-(4)  
Member States  
prepare and submit 
to the Commission 
draft  NECPs 
By Jan. 1, 2018 and 
every 10 years 
thereafter  
Article 9(1)  
Commission gives 
recommendations 
on the draft NECPs 
 Article 9(2) and 
Article 28 
 
Member States  
notify to the 
Commission their 
integrated NECPs  
 
 
By Jan. 1, 2019 and 
every 10 years 
thereafter 
Article 3 and Annex 
I 
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Commission asses 
the NECPs (as per 
Article 3) and their 
updates (as per 
Article 13) 
 Article 12   
Member States  
hold regional 
consultations and 
take into account 
comments received 
by other Member 
States when 
preparing the draft 
updated NECPs  
 Article 13 (6) Public consultations 
seem to be 
excluded when it 
comes to the 
preparation of draft 
updated NECPs. 
This is not the case 
when the Member 
States prepare 
drafts of NECPs. 
Article 13(6) is 
confusing with 
respect to this 
matter 
Member States 
prepare and submit  
draft updated 
NECPs or declare 
that the NECPs 
remain without 
changes 
By Jan. 1, 2023 and 
every 10 years 
thereafter 
Article 13(1)  
Commission gives 
recommendations 
on the draft 
updated NECPs 
 
 Article 13(6)   
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Members States to 
notify to the 
Commission 
updated NECPs 
 
By Jan. 1, 2024 and 
every 10 years 
thereafter 
Article 13 (2)  
Member States  
report to the 
Commission on the 
status of 
implementation of 
the integrated 
NECPs through 
progress reports 
By Mar. 15, 2021 
and every 2 years 
thereafter 
Article 15 
 
See also other 
relevant provisions: 
Article 18 (RES 
specific) 
Article 21(1)(a)(9) 
(Market Integration 
with respect to RES) 
Article 22 (d) 
Commission 
assesses the 
progress made 
towards reaching 
the EU 27% RES 
target, and also 
individual progress 
of Member States 
By Oct. 21, 2021 
and every 2 years 
thereafter 
Article 25 (1)-(2)  
Commission 
submits a State of 
Energy Union 
report to the 
Council and the EU 
Parliament 
October 31, every 
year 
Article 29   
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